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91/97 #1 Highway construction worker jack hammering a rock wall.

91/97 #2 Bridge under construction.

91/97 #3 Bridge under construction with workers in photograph.

91/97 #4 Float plan NC9966 single engine being refueled by army personnel at a dock 
in a small lake with mountains in background.

91/97 #5 Construction workers making a bridge over a small river.  Also cabins and 
houses in background.

91/97 #6 Bridge under construction over large river. [Johnson's Crossing? Mountain in 
background.]  -  1943-1943.

91/97 #7 A curved bridge over a large dryed up creek bed.

91/97 #8 River draining into frozen lake (Kluane?).  Army personnel with equipment on 
one side of river. [Looking down the White River from the highway]

91/97 #9 Small culvert bridge and Alaska Highway with mountains in background.  
Snow on mountains and frozen ice on pond.

91/97 #10 Car driving highway, mountains in background and also power poles in 
picture.  Summer.

91/97 #11 Alaska Highway on a tree cleared section, with mountain in background.  
[Kluane area]

91/97 #12 Man on mountain looking over a panorama of a bridge, mountains and lake 
and creek. [M'Clintock]

91/97 #13 Dawn or dusk picture of road construction base.  Bridge and creek with 
mountains and lakes in background.  Long shot.

91/97 #14 Alaska Highway - long bridge over a mud flat.  Summer. [Duke River]

91/97 #15 Dump truck with three construction workers working over a small bridge. In 
the background are mountains. Summer.

91/97 #16 Dawn or dusk. Summer looking down from a hill at a bridge crossing a lake 
or large river. In the background is a village. [Teslin]  -  1943-1943.

91/97 #17 Crane lifting steel poles onto truck.  In background grain elevators, train cars 
and Rimbey Bros. General repair shop.  [Dawson Creek]

91/97 #18 Huge mountain. At the bottom is a road construction camp.  Lake is near 
camp.  Summer [Summit Lake]
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91/97 #19 Scenic view of a mountain and lots of sky.  Frost on trees. - Fall [Beaver 
Creek area]

91/97 #20 Kluane lake, highway, mountains, fall.  [taken from Soldiers Summit]

91/97 #21 Summer - Suspended bridge in background houses on hill. [Muskwa River at 
Fort Nelson]

91/97 #22 Lake, mountains, mist.  Early fall. [Kluane Lake from the hill behind Silver 
City]
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